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Schnitzel Made in the Petri Dish Meets with Acceptance
Study: In-vitro Meat Might Help Solve Problems Caused by Meat Consumption
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KIT researchers studied whether steaks and schnitzels from the petri dish may soon
revolutionize our meat production. (Photo: Irina Westermann, KIT)

The vision sounds promising: Meat can be consumed without
animals having to die. Factory farming and meat scandals have
caused meat consumption of Germans to gradually decrease. Instead, consumption of vegetarian sausages and soybean steaks
is increasing. Animal muscular tissue grown in the laboratory
promises quite real meat consumption without a guilty conscience. Researchers of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
studied whether the so-called in-vitro meat really is an alternative.
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Still, production of in-vitro meat is complex and possible in small
amounts only. “In future, however, in-vitro meat might help solve problems caused by meat consumption in view of growing global population, climate change, and animal protection,” Inge Böhm of KIT’s Institute for Technology Assessment and Systems Analysis (ITAS)
says. “When culturing animal muscle stem cells, it might no longer be
necessary to grow animals with a high resource expenditure and to
kill them afterwards,” the humanities scholar adds.
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Meat substitutes, such as precise reproductions of turkey breast, pork
schnitzel or meat balls of soybeans or seitan, are controversial. While
an increasing number of part-time vegetarians, who want to eat less
meat for ethical reasons, consume pseudo-meat made of compressed soybeans, peas, and carrots, critics warn that these highly
processed artificial imitations might even increase alienation between
man and animal. In spite of recent technical progress, meat production by culturing animal muscle stem cells is associated with several
difficulties, such as a lacking non-animal nutrient solution.
Using interviews and participative methods (focus groups, citizens’
jury), ITAS scientists have now studied acceptance of animal muscle
cells from the petri dish as a meat substitute. They asked experts from
science and food service industry as well as representatives of environmental and animal rights organizations, organic and conventional
farmers associations. Also citizens were given the opportunity to participate.
According to the study, most of the persons interviewed consider invitro meat one of many alternatives to conventional meat production.
At the same time, in-vitro meat encounters resistance of those who
think that future food supply has to be associated with reduced meat
consumption and an ecological reorganization of agriculture. Arguments against in-vitro meat are the already mentioned alienation between man and animal and the risk of a monopolization in in-vitro
meat production.
“The large majority of the society would like politics to develop strategies to reduce meat consumption, to push sustainable reorganization
of agriculture, and to support research into and development of plantbased alternatives,” Böhm says.
Being “The Research University in the Helmholtz Association,“
KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the environment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to the
global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information.
For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, economics,
and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 26,000
students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science
by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at
KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their
application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the
preservation of our natural basis of life.
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Since 2010, the KIT has been certified as a family-friendly university.
This press release is available on
http://www.sek.kit.edu/english/press_office.php.
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The photo of printing quality may be downloaded under www.kit.edu
or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49 721 608-4 7414.
The photo may be used in the context given above exclusively.
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